Snap-on Adds New and Enhanced European Coverage to Latest Software Upgrade

LINCOLNSHIRE, IL, July 18, 2022 – With its latest software upgrade, Snap-on has increased the European coverage available, delivering clear and accurate information so professional technicians can embrace the full potential of their diagnostic platforms.

The European coverage includes new and significantly enhanced general repair, collision and safety systems coverage for Alfa Romeo®, Audi®, BMW®, FIAT®, Jaguar®, Mercedes-Benz®, MINI® and Volkswagen®. New and enhanced coverage is also available for BMW and Ducati motorcycles.

European coverage highlights include: a damper control system update with codes, data and special functions for 2000-2008 BMW 7 Series; initialize rain/light sensor special functions added for the 2008-2015 BMW F Series; adaptive directional headlight with codes, data and special functions for the 2004-2011 BMW 5 and 6 Series; 1.3L engine special functions for the O2 system heater test and ESIM/purge flow forced monitor test for the 2019 and newer Fiat; codes, data and special functions for the electronic ignition switch and the seat/door systems for the 2002-2009 Mercedes-Benz CLK; NOx reduction control module with codes, data and special functions for the 2019-2021 Volvo®; and parking assistance camera with codes, data and special functions for the 2016-2018 Volvo.

In addition, 2022 updates for code scan and clear are available for Alfa Romeo, Audi, BMW, Fiat, Jaguar, Land Rover®, Mercedes-Benz, MINI, Volkswagen and Volvo.

Fast-Track® Intelligent Diagnostics-enabled platforms such as ZEUS®, APOLLO-D9™ and TRITON-D10™ see even more European coverage added regularly.

To see the coverage and features that have been added over the past 24 months, click here or check out specific and in-depth coverage information for makes and models by year using the Snap-on Vehicle Coverage Guide.

For more information about Snap-on diagnostic solutions, visit www.snapon.com/diagnostics or talk to a Snap-on franchisee or other sales representative.

About Snap-on Diagnostics:
Snap-on Diagnostics is part of Snap-on Incorporated, a leading global innovator, manufacturer and marketer of tools, diagnostics and repair information and systems solutions for professional users performing critical tasks. Products are sold through the company’s franchisee, company-direct distributor and Internet channels. Founded in 1920, Snap-on is headquartered in Kenosha, Wisconsin.